17. John, who helps people if they want him to, kisses them even if they don't. III. Outline of the Account We work with an extension of Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991): models consist of the disjoint domains of individuals D and possible worlds W and the basic interpretation function I that assigns a subset of D n to any n-ary relation R relative to any world w, i.e., I w (R) ⊆ D n . We have variables over individuals x, y, . . . , over worlds w, w , . . . , over propositions / sets of worlds p, p , p * , . . . , individual constants john, . . . , properties woman, . . . , binary relations visit, . . . etc.
Formulas are interpreted relative to a pair of assignments g, h , i.e., they are binary relations between an input assignment g and an output assignment h. Dynamic conjunction is interpreted as relation composition: g,h = T iff g differs from h at most with respect to the value h assigns to υ, that is: for any variable υ = υ, g(υ ) = h(υ ).
We use a variable p * to encode the Context Set (CS, Stalnaker 1978) that is incrementally updated in discourse. The at-issue component puts forth a proposal (which the addressee can accept or reject) to update the CS by restricting it to a subset p. Appositives automatically update / constrain the input CS p * , separately from the speaker's proposal. Appositives also contrast with presuppositions: presuppositions are preconditions for the proposal, explicitly taken for granted by the speaker and required to be satisfied by the input CS.
Sentence (1) above is represented as in (19) below. First, (19a) introduces the proposal to update the CS: we introduce a new variable p ⊆ p * containing worlds satisfying the subsequent at-issue update. The at-issue and the appositive updates are as in (19b): we introduce a new variable x whose value is John and comment that x nearly killed a woman y. The appositive nature of the update is captured by the fact that the appositive content is interpreted relative to p * rather than relative to the new proposal p. Relations relativized to propositions are distributively interpreted, e.g., [[woman p * (y)]] g,h = T iff g = h and for all worlds w ∈ h(p * ), h(y) ∈ I w (woman). The final update in (19b), i.e., visit p (x, y), is part of the at-issue proposal, so it is interpreted relative to p. Note that, despite the possible non-maximality of the set of worlds p, our CS update procedure will not actually differ from the one in Stalnaker (1978) since, after (19b), there will be an assignment h such that h(p) contains the maximal set of worlds in the current CS p * that satisfy the at-issue relation visit p (x, y). Finally, (19c) contributes the proposal to update the CS p * by resetting it to p.
The full paper analyzes VPE by extending the above dynamic framework with discourse referents / variables for properties along the lines of Hardt (1999) and Stone & Hardt (1999) .
In sum, the robust patterns of anaphora, ellipsis and presupposition between at-issue and appositive meaning are accounted for in a unidimensional framework that captures the backgrounded/non-proposal nature of apposition in its semantics as well as its pragmatics.
